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Abstract: Red abalone (Haliotis rufescens) nacre is a layered composite biomineral that contains crystalline
aragonite tablets confined by organic layers. Nacre is intensely studied because its biologically controlled
microarchitecture gives rise to remarkable strength and toughness, but the mechanisms leading to its
formation are not well understood. Here we present synchrotron spectromicroscopy experiments revealing
that stacks of aragonite tablet crystals in nacre are misoriented with respect to each other. Quantitative
measurements of crystal orientation, tablet size, and tablet stacking direction show that orientational ordering
occurs not abruptly but gradually over a distance of 50 µm. Several lines of evidence indicate that different
crystal orientations imply different tablet growth rates during nacre formation. A theoretical model based
on kinetic and gradual selection of the fastest growth rates produces results in qualitative and quantitative
agreement with the experimental data and therefore demonstrates that ordering in nacre is a result of
crystal growth kinetics and competition either in addition or to the exclusion of templation by acidic proteins
as previously assumed. As in other natural evolving kinetic systems, selection of the fastest-growing stacks
of tablets occurs gradually in space and time. These results suggest that the self-ordering of the mineral
phase, which may occur completely independently of biological or organic-molecule control, is fundamental
in nacre formation.

Introduction

Nacre, or mother-of-pearl, is widely studied because of its
self-assembled, efficient, and accurately ordered architecture,
toughness, and fascinating and poorly understood formation
mechanisms.1-5 Haliotis rufescens (red abalone) and all other
gastropods form columnar nacre: a composite of layered 400
nm thick aragonite crystalline tablets oriented with their [001]
crystal axes spread around the normal to the layer plane6-8 and
stacked irregularly5 and 30 nm thick organic matrix sheets
mostly composed of �-chitin.9 Aragonite, a hard but brittle
orthorhombic CaCO3 polymorph, accounts for 95% of nacre’s

mass, yet nacre is 3000-fold tougher than aragonite.10 No
synthetic composites outperform their components by such large
factors.11 It is therefore of great interest to understand nacre
formation.

We present here X-ray photoelectron emission spectromi-
croscopy (X-PEEM) data on H. rufescens shells that yield
unprecedented detailed and quantitative information about the
location, size, and orientation of individual tablets with submi-
crometer spatial resolution, a large field of view including
hundreds of tablets, straightforward sample preparation, and
negligible radiation damage. The data exhibit a systematic spatial
variation, indicating that the aragonite tablets in nacre order
gradually, and are consistent with a theoretical model in which
aragonite crystal layers are nucleated sequentially in the presence
of confining matrix sheets and grow epitaxially on aragonite
crystals in layers below. All tablets compete for space, and those
with c axes oriented normal to the layers prevail over misori-
ented tablets.

Illuminating polycrystalline samples with polarized soft
X-rays generates a spectroscopic effect known as X-ray linear
dichroism12,13 in X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES)
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spectra.14 This effect is widely studied in manmade liquid
crystals,13 chemisorbed12 and magnetic materials,15,16 and
occasionally in geologic minerals17,18 and was recently discov-
ered in nacre.5 When XANES spectroscopy is combined with
X-PEEM imaging, the linear dichroism generates imaging
contrast between differently oriented adjacent microcrystals,
denoted polarization-dependent imaging contrast (PIC).5,6 Be-
cause of aragonite’s symmetry in the ab plane, the contrast arises
from differences in the crystals’ c axes orientation.6,14,19 In this
work we analyzed 11 samples from four different H. rufescens
shells, approximately 10 cm long, with two X-PEEM instru-
ments: the Spectromicroscope for photoelectron imaging of
nanostructures with X-rays (SPHINX) at the Synchrotron
Radiation Center (SRC),20 and PEEM-3 at the Advanced Light
Source (ALS).21 The shells were cut, embedded, polished, and
Pt coated as described in ref 22.

Results

Figure 1 shows oxygen PIC maps acquired with SPHINX at
and away from the prismatic boundary. In Figure 1 adjacent

tablets exhibit strikingly strong contrast, as shown by the
different gray levels, due to different orientations of adjacent
crystalline tablets in each nacre layer. We note that oxygen and
carbon PIC maps, ratios of images acquired at the π* and σ*
energies, exhibit the same gray level intensity in each pixel and
thus the same contrast between adjacent crystalline tablets.6

Theory predicts that the π* intensity depends only on the
polar angle θ and has a cos2 θ dependence,12,14 consistent with
the experimental data in Figure 2A. Others report that nacre
tablets are misoriented in the ab plane8,23-27 or that c axes have
a spread at the macroscopic scale,8,27,28 but to our knowledge
our recent observations reported here and elsewhere5,6 provide
the first evidence of c axis orientation variations in immediately
adjacent nacre tablets. The experimental data shown in Figure
2B demonstrate that the PIC contrast arises from misorientation
of the c axes with respect to each other and to the polarization
vector, while tablet rotation around the c axes, or crystal
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Figure 1. (A) Visible light microscope composite image of a polished section of H. rufescens shell, acquired in differential interference contrast (Nomarski)
mode. The rectangles outline the areas in which the maps in B were acquired, while the white arrow indicates the nacre prismatic boundary, which runs
horizontally across the entire image. (B) Series of five X-PEEM polarization-dependent imaging contrast (PIC) oxygen maps obtained from ratios of images
at 534 and 518 eV, that is, oxygen π*/pre-edge. Differences in pixel intensity in PIC maps indicate different angles between the carbonate crystal c axis and
the polarization vector. The nacre growth direction (bottom to top in this and all other images presented here) was 61° from the polarization vector and 60°
from the sample normal. These PIC maps demonstrate that contrast diminishes with the distance from the boundary but persists across the entire nacre
thickness. (C) Magnified PIC maps at and away from the boundary (arrow), showing co-oriented columns of tablets and the contrast between them.
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twinning,29 could not generate the contrast observed. While PIC
images do not yield quantitative information on the angle of
the c axis of each tablet in nacre, differently oriented tablets
can be identified.

The Haliotis rufescens shell samples were all mounted with
the growth direction (perpendicular to the organic matrix sheets)
vertical and in-plane on the polished sample surface and then
imaged with the prismatic layer at the bottom and nacre on top.

The source of PEEM-3 at the ALS is a state-of-the-art
elliptically polarizing undulator in which the polarization can
be rotated (0°-90°) to maximize the contrast. For all samples
analyzed using PEEM-3, the polarization was rotated from
vertical (parallel to the growth direction) to horizontal (perpen-
dicular). Maximum contrast was obtained in all cases at 45°,
consistent with the inflection point at 45° in Figure 2A; around
this angle small variations of angle cause large variations in
the π* peak intensity, yielding large contrast between bright
and dark tablets in PIC images.

Figure 3A, a carbon PIC image taken near the nacre-prismatic
boundary, shows stacks of co-oriented tablets with the same
gray level, consistent with the idea that mineral bridges30,31

through a single but porous organic nucleation site32,33 transmit
the orientation of crystals across successive layers. We observe
here that the stacks of co-oriented tablets have finite height, so
it is plausible that a fraction of nucleation sites nucleate new
crystal orientations.

To understand the origin of the peculiar tablet pattern revealed
by PIC images, we developed a theoretical model for nacre
formation that makes minimal assumptions, generated simulated
nacre, and compared it to the experiments. The model focuses
on nacre vertical growth and neglects radial shell growth. It
makes standard assumptions well supported by experimental
observations: Organic matrix sheets confine growth of the
aragonite tablets34-36 and crystal growth is “poisoned” when a
tablet hits the overlying organic sheet;37 There is a single
nucleation site per nacre tablet;32 Nucleation sites are indepen-
dently and randomly distributed on organic matrix sheets;5

Tablets in a given layer grow until they reach confluence;38 A
tablet in a given layer is highly probable to have the same
orientation as the tablet directly below its nucleation site.30,31,39

The aragonite tablets in the first layer have c axes that are not
perfectly aligned. This assumption is supported directly by the
experimental data presented here. In the simplest version of the
model, appropriate for sheet nacre, growth of a given layer is
completed before the next layer is nucleated. To model the
columnar growth of nacre in H. rufescens,35,40 nucleation sites
in successive layers are constrained to be within a fixed distance
from the one below, set by a parameter in the model. The
behavior is similar for the sheet and columnar models; the results
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Figure 2. Angular dependence of the carbon π* peak intensity from a
macroscopic single crystal of aragonite. (A) The in-plane crystal c axis
was rotated, with the polarization vector fixed and horizontal. The polar
angle θ between polarization and c axis was varied between -90° and
+120°. A each angle a carbon spectrum was collected, and its π* peak
intensity was reported (black dots). The red curve is a fit of the experimental
data (I ) m1 + m2 cos2 θ with fit parameters m1 ) 0.61, m2 ) 2.98, �2 )
0.2). (B) With the polar angle fixed at θ ) 32°, the sample was rotated in
the ab plane around the c axis. The azimuthal angle φ was varied, and
again the π* peak intensity was reported. These data show no variation
with φ, as shown by the flat distribution of data points. A linear fit of the
data is shown in red (I ) m3 + m4φ; m3 ) 3.18; m4 ) 0.0002).

Figure 3. Experimental and simulated data on nacre ordering. (A) Carbon
PIC map obtained by the ratio of π* and σ* images acquired with PEEM-3
at the ALS in a region at the nacre-prismatic boundary, separating nacre
(top) and the prismatic layer (bottom), from a H. rufescens cross section.
In this pattern of contrast stacks of tablets with the same gray level have
the same crystal orientation, and the decrease in overall contrast moving
away from the nacre-prismatic boundary indicates that tablet c axis
orientations become closer to perpendicular to the organic matrix layers.
In this image the polarization vector formed an angle of approximately 45°
with the vertical nacre growth direction. (B) Simulation results for a model
in which each layer grows to completion before the next layer is nucleated,
all nucleation sites are randomly distributed with x and y coordinates each
constrained to be within a distance η from a nucleation site in the layer
below, and each tablet adopts the orientation of the tablet below its
nucleation site with probability 1 - ε. The growth rates () gray levels) of
the tablets in the first layer as well as those not co-oriented with the tablet
below are chosen uniformly and randomly in the range [1 - δ/2, 1 + δ/2].
Parameter values are ε ) 0.015, δ ) 0.25, and η ) 1.5 µm. A
two-dimensional vertical slice through the three-dimensional simulation is
shown. Gray levels denote the growth rates of the tablets (light represents
higher growth rate). The ordering moving away from the boundary, including
decreasing tablet contrast, tablet size, and stacking direction, are in
qualitative agreement with the experimental data.
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shown here are for the columnar model. In addition to the
standard assumptions listed above, our model posits that there
is a distribution of aragonite crystal tablet growth rates with
tablets with c axes oriented normal to the layers growing faster
than misoriented tablets. (See Supporting Information Figure
S8 for further details.) Because the sheet and columnar models
behave similarly, the model is a test bed for this single
hypothesis.

A simulation of the model defined by these assumptions yields
the configuration shown in Figure 3B, which is strikingly similar
to the experimental data in Figure 3A. The parameter δ, the
spread of growth rates of different crystal orientations, deter-
mines the length over which the ordering evolves, the fraction
ε of tablets that fail to adopt the crystal orientation of the tablets
below their nucleation sites limits the ultimate degree of order
far from the prismatic boundary, and the degree of columnarity
is specified by constraining nucleation sites in successive layers
to be within an in-plane distance η from the position of the
previous nucleation site. In all the figures shown in the main
text δ ) 0.25, ε ) 0.015, and η is set to be 0.87 L/�N, where
N is the number of nucleation sites in each layer and L the linear
dimension of the square domain simulated; thus, η ) 1.5 µm.

Although PIC images do not provide numerical values for c
axis angles or crystal growth rates, valuable quantitative
information on the evolution of the contrast, tablet size, and
tablet stacking direction can be extracted, as presented in Figure
4. All these quantities show greater disorder near the prismatic-
nacre boundary with order evolving over a length scale of
approximately 50 µm. Figure 4 and Supporting Information

Table S1 and Figures S9-S10 demonstrate that the model agrees
quantitatively with experimental measurements of the depen-
dence on distance from the prismatic boundary of imaging
contrast and tablet widths. Figure S11 shows data for tablet
stacking directions and compares to the results for the model
in the layer-by-layer limit (ηf∞). One obtains qualitative
agreement between theory and experiment for the stacking
directions even in this limit because of the increase in tablet
widths moving away from the nacre-prismatic boundary (Figure
S11).

Distributions of tablet growth rates at different distances from
the prismatic boundary yielded by the model, shown in
Supporting Information Figure S12, clearly show narrowing of
the distribution with distance from boundary.

Figure 5 presents experimental and simulation in-plane data
of a single nacre layer. Visible light microscopy (Figure 5A)
shows that tablets are irregular polygons arranged in a Voronoi
pattern, as previously reported by Rousseau et al.38 The new
observation here is that the boundaries between adjacent tablets
are often slightly curved. Curved tablet boundaries are charac-
teristic of the tablet pattern obtained when there are different
in-plane growth rates.41 Figure 5B shows a pattern with only
straight edges obtained with all tablets growing out of randomly
located nucleation sites at the same rate. Figure 5C shows the
result of growth with a uniform distribution of growth rates
between 0.85 and 1.15 (δ ) 0.3); the slightly curved tablet
edges, typical of a multiplicatively weighted Voronoi construc-

(41) Mu, L. Prof. Geogr. 2004, 56, 233–239.

Figure 4. Quantitative measurements of tablet gray level contrast corresponding to crystal orientation, tablet width, and tablet stacking direction in nacre
measured from PIC images across three shells (green, light blue, and red solid dots). All three quantities are plotted as a function of distance from the
prismatic-nacre boundary, first in the short ranges (0-50 µm) for all shells (A-C) and then in the long-range, up to 800 µm, for one shell only (D-F). The
blue circles are results obtained from the theoretical model, and the blue lines are exponential fits of the model results. More details on all these data and
fits are provided in Supporting Information Table S1 and Figures S9-S11. Notice the quantitative agreement between the simulation and the experimental
results.
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tion, resemble strikingly the experimental data of Figure 5A.
Note that this value of δ also yields good agreement with the
evolution of side-view tablet widths and contrast, as shown in
Figure 4.

From the Voronoi constructions in Figure 5 and those of
Rousseau et al.38 we observe that there is one nucleation site
per tablet. Nudelman et al.32 confirmed this by directly observing
the nucleation sites in the organic matrix sheets, 1 or 2 at most
per tablet, in Atrina rigida. These observations are in agreement
with the concept of mineral bridges introduced by Schäffer et
al.,30 provided that the single nucleation site in the organic sheet
is porous and one or more mineral bridges extend from the
underlying aragonite tablet to the overlying one through this
porous region of the organic sheet.

To obtain analytic insight into the model’s behavior, we define
	l(γ) to be the fraction of the area in layer l misoriented from
the normal by an angle γ. This function is a direct analog of a
fitness function in population biology. Tablets with γ ) 0 grow
fastest, and therefore, their share of the area in layer l +1 will
be greater than in layer l. Because the maximum is at γ ) 0,
one expects the dependence of 	l(γ) on γ to be quadratic.
Therefore

	l(γ)

	l-1(γ)
) 1

Nl
(1- Rγ2

2 ) ≈ 1
Nl

e-Rγ2⁄2

where R is a numerical coefficient and Nl is a normalization
factor that is fixed by the normalization condition

1)∫0

π
(2πγ)	l(γ) dγ) 1

Nl
∫0

π
(2πγ)e-Rγ2⁄2	l-1(γ) dγ

We also assume that there is a small probability ε that when a
tablet nucleates, instead of adopting the same γ as the tablet
below its nucleation site, it takes on a value chosen from a
probability distribution w(γ) that we will choose to be Gaussian,
w(γ) ) ((�)/(2π))1/2e-�γ2/2. This misorientation process is
analogous to mutation in population genetics.42 Therefore, the
evolution is governed by the equation

	l(γ)) ε( �
2π)1⁄2

e-�γ2⁄2 + (1- ε)
1
Nl

	l-1(γ)e-Rγ2⁄2

When the co-orientation of tablets in successive layers is
perfect, so that ε ) 0, the solution to this equation is
	l + 1(γ) ∝ 	1(γ)e- lRγ2/2. Therefore, when ε ) 0, for any R

> 0 the width of the distribution decreases as the square
root of the number of layers and becomes arbitrarily narrow
as the number of layers tends to infinity.

When ε is nonzero but small, so that the co-orientation
between successive layers is not quite perfect, the intuitive
picture of the process is that the distribution gets narrower unless
a misorientation, or “mutation”, occurs. The “mutations” or
misorientations prevent the peak from narrowing indefinitely,
so after many layers 	l(γ) approaches a stationary distribution
	*(γ) that does not change as l increases further. A full analysis
using the techniques in ref 43 shows that the distribution 	*(γ)
consists of two peaks, a broad one with amplitude θ and width
�-1/2 and a narrow peak with amplitude 1 - θ and an extremely
small steady-state width that is proportional to e-(CR/ε) with C
being a constant. Thus, the degree of ordering is limited by the
reliability of the co-orientation of crystals in successive layers.

Two additional novel observations yielded by our PIC
experiments are presented in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows
a high-resolution PIC image of a side view of nacre tablets.
Some boundaries between two adjacent tablets in the same layer
are not perpendicular to the layer. The angles of tablet-to-tablet
boundaries near the prismatic-nacre boundary may be as small
as 25° (e.g., black arrows in Figure 6A); after 50 µm they are
narrowly distributed around 90°. A possible mechanism leading
to formation of such small angles, based upon the above
observations indicating that the growth rates of immediately
adjacent tablets may be different, is described in the caption of
Figure 6B. When two neighboring tablets have significantly
different growth rates, the slower-growing tablet determines the
orientation of the crystal facet while the fast-growing tablet fills
space. We stress that we cannot assign growth rates to gray
levels; therefore, dark tablets may be faster or slower growing
than light ones. The mechanism in Figure 6B and 6C, if correct,
would indicate that dark tablets 1-6 are slower growing than
the lighter ones.

Supporting Information Figures S14-S16 show microbeam
X-ray diffraction data in agreement with the X-PEEM observa-
tions: co-oriented tablets appear as clusters of aragonite reflec-
tions rather than single spots in Laue diffraction; the c axes of
immediately adjacent tablets are misoriented with respect to each
other, and the spread of c axis orientations is ∼24° near the
prismatic-nacre boundary, gradually decaying to ∼6° at 35 µm

Figure 5. Experimental data and simulation results of an in-plane view of a layer of nacre tablets. (A) Visible light microscopy image obtained in differential
interference contrast (Nomarski) mode from a polished nacre surface. The lines visible in this image are the boundaries between tablets. (B) Simulated layer
of nacre obtained using a single isotropic growth rate for all tablets. The tablets grow radially from their nucleation sites (square dots) until they hit each
other. Each point along a boundary is equidistant from the nucleation sites of two tablets, so the resulting irregular polygons form a Voronoi construction
with straight lines separating any two adjacent tablets. (C) Simulated nacre layer, obtained from the same randomly distributed nucleation sites in B, but with
a distribution of tablet growth rates. The resulting pattern of tablet boundaries is a multiplicatively weighted Voronoi construction, and the lines separating
adjacent tablets are often curved. The growth rate spread δ ) 0.3, similar to that used in Figure 4, yields a pattern similar to the experimental data shown
in A, in which some lines are indeed curved.
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from the boundary. These data are in quantitative agreement
with macroscopic texture analysis of nacre.8,28

Figure 7 presents a new observation found in dozens of other
PIC images acquired at the nacre-prismatic boundary of
different H. rufescens shells: the transition from prismatic calcite
to aragonite does not coincide with the onset of layered nacre
formation. The first ∼3 µm from the calcite prisms are not nacre
but spherulitic aragonite crystals exhibiting great disorder in
their orientation and sizes ranging between 0.5 and 2 µm. These
crystals were identified as aragonite because their Ca L-edge
spectra are typical of aragonite.6,22,44 Calcite has very sharp and
intense peaks in the crystal field region, and thus, it can be
mapped as in Figure 7C. This map shows that the transition
from calcite to aragonite is abrupt and that the separating line
is not straight but irregularly shaped. Aragonite polymorph
selection, therefore, occurs first followed by deposition of nacre
organic matrix sheets and growth of the familiar layered nacre
structure. Although nacre is invariably aragonitic, the prismatic

layer of other mollusks, e.g., nautilus, is formed by spherulitic
aragonite. This spherulitic aragonite at the prismatic-nacre
boundary has not been reported previously for Halitos rufescens.
Interestingly, most of the aragonite spherulites in this transition
zone become layered nacre without changing their crystal
orientation, as can been seen in Figure 7A.

On the basis of the new observation that polymorph selection
and layering are independent phenomena, we infer that the acidic
proteins that enact polymorph selection4 must start working first,
before organic matrix sheets are formed, and continue to work
during all of the subsequent nacre growth.

Discussion

The simulations of Figures 3B and 5C and the experimental
data in Figures 5A and 6A give strong and independent
indications that aragonite tablets grow at different rates in nacre.
Different in-plane growth rates are evident because tablet-to-
tablet boundaries are often curved, while in cross-section the
different growth rates manifest as tablet-to-tablet boundaries at
angles much smaller than 90°. Different growth rates for
different tablets in nacre were first suggested by Wise45,46 and
Nakahara34,35 based on scanning electron microscope images
of the indented conical morphology of stacks of tablets at the
nacre growth front in gastropod shells.

An independent line of evidence for different growth rates is
provided by the agreement of the model results with the
experimental data presented here. One of the assumptions of
the model was in fact the existence of different growth rates.
The model, however, goes further and demonstrates that
selection of the fastest-growing tablets is consistent with detailed
measurements of tablet patterns. Although PIC images cannot
provide directly the variability of either crystal orientation or
growth rate, comparison to the model indicates that the spread
in growth rates is on the order of 25%.

PIC imaging reveals that stacks of co-oriented (equal growth
rate) tablets start and end abruptly. This is consistent with a
small probability of nucleating a different crystal orientation
of ∼1.5%.

Our results provide strong evidence that the growth rates of
aragonite tablets depend on crystal orientation, but the relation-
ship between tablet growth rates and crystal growth rates remains
to be elucidated. Geologic aragonite grows 10 times faster along
the c axis than along the a axis47 and may also do so in nacre,48

but either faster or slower growth rate along the [001] direction
can yield tablet growth rates that are maximized when the tablets
are perpendicular to the layers, depending on how tablet
nucleation and growth is biologically regulated. A possible
explanation for the gradual alignment of the c axis along the
layer normal is as follows. Since the organically distinct
nucleation sites are pre-existing,32 the sooner a tablet reaches
the organic sheet above, the more likely it is to hit the nucleation
site and thus propagate its orientation before another tablet does
so. In this “competition for space” hypothesis having the fast-
growing direction, the c axis, aligned with the normal ensures

(42) Turelli, M. Theor. Popul. Biol. 1984, 25, 138–193.
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Sci. U.S.A. 2006, 103, 9440–9445.

(45) Wise, S. W., Jr. Science 1970, 167, 1486–1488.
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Society of America: Washington, D.C., 1983; Vol. 11.
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Figure 6. (A) High-resolution carbon PIC map of H. rufescens nacre near
the nacre-prismatic boundary, showing that within a single nacre layer
tablet-to-tablet boundaries are not perpendicular to the layers. Furthermore,
co-oriented tablets in the same stack often exhibit similar angles in tablet-
to-tablet boundaries. This can be seen most strikingly in the six tablets
indicated by numbers 1-6. Other areas also show a similar effect with less
accurate alignment, e.g., the boundaries indicated by black arrows. This
map was also acquired on PEEM-3 at the ALS, by the ratio of π*/σ* images,
with the polarization vector at ∼70° from the nacre growth direction. (B)
Schematic representation of tablet growth during nacre formation, assuming
(arbitrarily) that the dark/light gray level corresponds to the slow/fast growth
rate. The tablets on the left grow slowly toward the right, while those on
the right grow faster and toward the left. The crystal facets of the dark
tablets are oriented as those in tablets 1-6 in A. Light gray tablets are
oriented at other arbitrary angles. (C) Snapshot of the same tablets in B at
a later point in time. The slow-growing tablets have advanced little, while
the fast-growing ones have advanced more. When two tablets join each
other, the slow-growing tablet (e.g., tablet 1) is almost immobile and
maintains its facet while the fast-growing tablet fills the remaining space,
independent of its facet orientation preference. The orientation of the tablet-
to-tablet boundary in fully formed nacre, therefore, is only determined by
the slow-growing tablets and their preferred crystal facet orientation. Slow-
growing tablet 2 had a tablet-to-tablet boundary orientation similar to tablet
1. However, since it started growing later it also arrived later, so its boundary
is left of 1. Tablet 3 protrudes more to the right because it met on the right
side with a tablet growing at a different rate (different gray level in A),
which was presumably slower; thus, 3 overgrew 1 and 2. Tablet 4 stopped
approximately where 1 and 2 did, consistent with similar gray levels on
the joining right tablets. Tablet 5 overgrows 4 again, similarly to 3, and
finally, 6 follows the trend of 1, 2, and 4. Observation of nonperpendicular
tablet-to-tablet boundaries as well as overgrowth of certain tablets (e.g., 3
and 5) is less frequent away from the prismatic-nacre boundary, consistent
with all other data presented here that the growth rates become more
homogeneous moving away from the prismatic boundary.
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that the nucleation site is reached as soon as possible. This may
explain why aligned tablets gradually prevail. This hypothesis
is consistent with similar “competition for space” models in
minerals49 and biominerals,28,50,51 successfully applied to sheet
nacre in bivalves, in which the fast-growing direction (the b
axis grows 1.6 times faster than the a axis in aragonite) aligns
with the radial shell growth direction, and it does so gradually,28,51

as we report here for columnar nacre and the c axis alignment.
This similarity corroborates the present results and their
interpretation with a kinetic model, which can be seen as a
“competition” model. Our model, however, is more general as
it also takes into account nucleation of new orientations and
quantitatively explains not only the gradual crystal orientation
but also the increase in tablet size.

Moreover, nacre crystals may not grow one ion at a time
as in abiotic aqueous solutions. Addadi et al.52 and Nudelman
et al.53 provide some evidence that sheet nacre in Atrina
rigida grows from a transient amorphous calcium carbonate
(ACC) phase. Having different growth rates in different
directions is compatible with an ACC precursor if crystal
conversion at the expense of ACC proceeds faster (or slower)
along the [001] direction than along the others. Nassif et al.
showed that aragonite tablets in Haliotis laeVigata nacre are
surrounded by a 3-5 nm thick layer of stable ACC.3 It is
conceivable that this layer is a remnant of the precursor ACC
phase that failed to convert to crystalline aragonite as a result
of organic molecules excluded by the rest of the crystal as
proposed by the same authors,3 or by crystal poisoning,37 or
by Asp-rich glycoproteins adsorbed onto the sheets.9

In Figure 6B and 6C we proposed a mechanism to explain
the ,90° angle of tablet-to-tablet boundaries observed in
Figure 6A. The idea that fast-growing tablets fill space
independent of their crystal facet preference is consistent with
the observation that the in-plane morphology of nacre tablets
before confluence does not affect the final in-plane pattern

of confluent tablets. In different species, in fact, nonconfluent
forming nacre tablets appear as cylinders in Pinctada
margaritifera,38 as hexagonal crystals in Atrina rigida,32 or
as polygons in Haliotis,54,55 but they all converge toward
final irregular polygonal patterns similar to that of Figure
5A at confluence. This demonstrates that crystals fill space
until they can,56 independent of their crystal facet preferences.
Clearly, faster-growing crystals fill space more rapidly than
slow-growing ones; thus, the final tablet-to-tablet boundary
is closer in morphology to the crystal facet orientation
preferred by the slow-growing tablet.

The presence of spherulitic aragonite at the nacre-prismatic
boundary in Haliotis rufescens has not been reported previ-
ously. Zaremba et al. report spherulitic calcite, not aragonite,
preceding aragonitic nacre growth in H. rufescens “flat
pearl”.54 DiMasi et al. observed a jumble of randomly
oriented crystals at the nacre-prismatic boundary, which is
compatible with the spherulitic aragonite layer documented
here at higher resolution.23 All other authors reported that
the prismatic layer in H. rufescens is completely calcitic.35,57

In bulk H. rufescens nacre we often observed organic growth
lines followed by spherulitic aragonite (data not shown), as
also observed by Su et al.58

Dauphin et al. and Mutvei observed similar spherulitic
aragonite at the nacre-prismatic boundary of other Haliotis
species in which the prismatic layer is composed either
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Figure 7. (A) Carbon PIC images of spherulitic aragonite crystals, ranging between 0.5 and 2.0 µm, that appear at the prismatic boundary with different
gray levels, indicating disordered crystal orientations. The spherulitic crystals are invariably detected at the prismatic-nacre boundary of H. rufescens shells,
demonstrating that polymorph selection and nacre formation in layers are independent phenomena separated in space and in time. This map was acquired
on PEEM-3 at the ALS, by the ratio of π*/σ* images, with the polarization vector at 45° from the vertical nacre growth direction. (B) Ca L-edge spectra
from nacre layers, the spherulitic crystals near the boundary, and the prismatic crystals, extracted from the three regions shown in A (same colors as the
spectra). The prismatic spectra are typical of calcite; the spectra from nacre and spherulitic crystals are clearly aragonite as their spectra resemble those from
geologic and biogenic aragonite. (C) Distribution map of calcite obtained by the ratio of images at 351.6 (a sharp calcite peak) and 345 eV. This selection
of energies shows the highest contrast between calcite (lighter gray levels at the bottom) and aragonite (darker) and the boundary between the two polymorphs.
More images of this kind are presented in Supporting Information Figure S13.
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exclusively by aragonite spherulites (H. glabra and H.
asinina) or a mixture of aragonite spherulites, rods, and
calcitic prisms (H. tuberculata, H. lamellosa, and H.
rotundata).57,59,60 In H. rufescens, however, the prismatic
layer was thought to be composed exclusively of calcite
prisms.35,57,60 Thus, the presence of the layer of aragonite
spherulites at the nacre-prismatic boundary reported here
is both unexpected and unprecedented. It is interesting to
notice, however, that the spherulites reported here in H.
rufescens appear to have an interfacial behavior, as observed
in H. tuberculata and H. lamellosa: direct contact of calcitic
prisms and aragonitic nacre was never observed.57 Further-
more, Dauphin et al. report gradual appearance of nacreous
layers in all five aforementioned Haliotis species, exactly as
observed here in H. rufescens.57 As shown in Figure 7A, the
aragonite spherulites in this transition zone become layered
nacre without changing their crystal orientation. A similar
observation was previously reported in Nautilus by Mutvei.60,61

In Haliotis rufescens it provides further evidence for mineral
bridges between nacre layers.30

The spherulites at the nacre-prismatic boundary appear
much more misoriented and have completely different
morphology, compared to those in bulk nacre, formed on
organic growth layers, but it is intriguing to connect the two
observations and consider the possibility that aragonite
crystals, however oriented, constitute a preferred substrate
for the onset of nacre growth or regrowth, as previously
observed in Nautilus60,61 and other Haliotis species.57,60 In
this case, however, the absence of aragonite on “flat pearl”
substrates54 is puzzling.

Acidic proteins in mollusk shells that were first reported
by Gregoire62 and then found to be present in many differ-
ent species were suggested to function as a template for
mineralization by Weiner and Hood.63 In principle, it is
possible that templating proteins become more aligned and
therefore more effective at aligning the c axes of crystals in
a gradual manner, not abruptly, at the onset of nacre
formation. A templation mechanism for aragonite crystal
orientational ordering requires stereochemical matching of
organic molecules and mineral lattice2 and is expected to
determine the crystal polymorph and its orientation. Excellent
data by Belcher4 and Falini64 showed that these proteins play
a key role in nucleating aragonite in vitro, thus in polymorph
selection, but not in crystal orientation. To this day the only
indirect evidence that orientational ordering is due to organic
templation is that reported by Weiner and Traub, describing
co-orientation of the �-polymorph of the chitin polysaccharide
crystals in the organic matrix sheet, and the overlaying
aragonite crystal lattice, at least along the a and b axes, in
several mollusk species.65,66 However, such co-orientation
has never been described in Haliotis nacre, despite extensive
studies on this species. Two other lines of evidence rule out
templation in Haliotis: the layer of ACC surrounding each
nacre tablet in Haliotis laeVigata3 and the completely random
orientation of aragonite tablets along the a and b axes in the
nacre of all gastropods. Checa et al. ruled out templation, or
heteroepitaxy, in their model and observations of bivalve

nacre.28,51 The model and experiments presented here do not
require templation by organic molecules but do not rule it
out. We identified and clarified another component to the
complex mechanism of nacre formation, that is, the funda-
mental role played by the mineral phase itself and its gradual
ordering, which is not directly controlled biologically or
organically.

Conclusions

Using state-of-the-art imaging we demonstrate that the
degree of orientational order of crystalline aragonite tablets
in nacre increases with distance from the prismatic boundary
over a length scale of about 50 µm. The theoretical and
experimental results presented here show that different crystal
orientations in nacre tablets correspond to different growth
rates. Kinetic ordering in nacre arises because oriented tablets
grow faster than misoriented ones and gradually prevail in
their competition for space.

A theoretical model of nacre assembly based on gradual,
kinetic selection of faster growth rates and a small probability
of nucleating a new orientation produces results in remarkable
agreement with side-view and in-plane experimental data.

Materials and Methods

More details about the materials and methods are provided
in the Supporting Information.

Samples. Haliotis rufescens shells and geologic aragonite
crystals were embedded in epoxy, polished, Pt coated,22 and PIC
imaged with one of two X-PEEM instruments: SPHINX20 at
SRC and PEEM-321 at ALS.

The polarization-dependent imaging contrast (PIC) images
were obtained by the ratio of two X-PEEM images, acquired at
the π* and σ* energies of either carbon (290.3 and 302 eV) or
oxygen (534 and 540 eV) since these are equivalent.6

The PEEM-3 instrument differs from SPHINX in that it uses
electrostatic rather than magnetic lenses, is considerably more
complex and fully automated, and its source is an elliptically
polarizing undulator (EPU) in which linear polarization can be
rotated by 90°. In this work this feature was used extensively to
yield the highest possible contrast for each image, which usually
occurred with the polarization at 45°, since all samples were
mounted with the growth direction oriented vertically.

Simulation Method. Each layer in the simulation was a square
of dimension 400 × 400 arbitrary units with 600 randomly
distributed nucleation sites. Nucleation sites are restricted so that
the x and y coordinates are each within η ) 1.5 µm of the
coordinates of a nucleation site in the previous layer. The growth
rates in the initial layer are chosen uniformly at random in the
interval [1 - δ/2, 1 + δ/2]. In subsequent layers, for each
nucleation site, with probability 1 - ε the tablet’s growth rate
is the same as for the tablet directly below the nucleation site,
and with probability ε it is random in the range [1 - δ/2, 1 +
δ/2]. The outer 10% of the transverse dimensions of the
simulational domain are discarded in all plots to avoid possible
boundary effects.

The experimental data for the difference between the minimum
and the maximum gray scale values for tablets in a given layer
(mean tablet widths ≈ 5 µm) in a field of view of ∼40 µm were
compared to the values of the 15th percentile of the gray scale
values in the model at the nucleation sites in each layer.
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